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Watch a video on how to make this!
Visit www.capstone4D.com
Password: fold.scraps
Look for pages 14-15
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Terms and Techniques

Outside reverse folds are made by opening a pocket slightly. Then you
fold the model outside itself along the fold lines or existing creases.

Folding paper is easier when you understand basic origami folding terms
and symbols. Practice the folds below before trying the models in this book.
Valley folds are represented by a dashed line. One side of the

paper is folded against the other like a book.
Rabbit ear folds are formed by bringing two edges of a point
together using existing fold lines. The new point is folded to one side.
Mountain folds
are represented
by a dashed and dotted line.
Terms
and
Techniques

The paper is folded sharply behind the model.
Folding paper is easier when you understand basic origami folding terms
and symbols. Practice the folds below before trying the models in this book.

Pleat folds are made by using both a mountain fold and a valley fold.

Valley folds are represented by a dashed line. One side of the

paper is folded against the other like a book.
Squash folds are formed by lifting one edge of a pocket. The pocket
gets folded again so the spine gets flattened. The existing fold lines
become new edges.

Symbols

Mountain folds are represented by a dashed and dotted line.
The paper is folded sharply behind the model.

Fold the paper in the
direction of the arrow.

Fold the paper and then
unfold it.

Fold the paper behind.

Turn the paper over,
or rotate the paper.

Pleat the paper by
reverse folding twice.

Inflate the model by
blowing air into it.

Inside reverse folds are made by opening a pocket slightly. Then

you fold the model inside itself along the fold lines or existing creases.
Squash folds are formed by lifting one edge of a pocket. The pocket
gets folded again so the spine gets flattened. The existing fold lines
become new edges.
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Inside reverse folds are made by opening a pocket slightly. Then

you fold the model inside itself along the fold lines or existing creases.
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